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ABOUT US

Black Swan Technology, Inc. creates and structures cloud
technology derivatives. We help businesses that run on the
cloud manage financial risks deriving from public cloud service
outages. We offer the direct sale of COPA™ (Cloud Outage
Payout Agreements) to businesses that run on public cloud
computing, as well as the sale of our CORE™ (Cloud Outage
Risk Engine) as a service to insurance and financial institutions
who wish to structure and price their own versions of cloud
technology derivatives.
For more information, visit www.blackswantec.com or call +1
(800) 838 – 9079.
Content Usage & Distribution
Use and distribution of this content is permitted as long as
source credit is attributed to Black Swan Technology, Inc.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION:
THE FINANCIAL PROBLEM OF CLOUD OUTAGES

This document explains what Black Swan Technology’s CORE™ platform
is and how it enables insurance companies and financial institutions to
structure and price cloud technology derivatives (CTD), which are
instruments used to hedge the financial risks caused by cloud outages.

In 2016, there were more than 500 publicly recorded instances of cloud
failures across more than 15 global cloud service providers. Of these,
roughly 17% lasted less than 1 hour, 51% between 1 and 5 hours of
downtime, and the remaining 32% lasted anywhere between 5 and 72
hours.

We explain the high-level technical architecture of how CORE™ works,
as far as collecting cloud performance metrics, analyzing the data, and
integrating with both native cloud risk analytics models as well as thirdparty models to produce premium calculations for cloud technology
derivatives.

The financial ramifications of cloud outages can hardly be understated.
2016 saw destruction of more than $3.8 billion of business value. When
the cloud services that businesses count on fail, operations are
disrupted and real financial pain commonly manifest as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forgone Revenues/Transactions
Customer Refunds
Lost Productivity & Idle Resources
Brand Damage & Loss of Customer Trust
SLA Breach Penalties
Regulatory Fines
Law Suits

Unsurprisingly, AWS cloud service failures across all three categories induces the most amount of
negative business impact. After all, AWS is the largest cloud service provider, accounting for 38% of
the market. It has the highest average number of customers per service, such that - all else equal - any
single cloud service failure would have a larger negative economic footprint compared to its peers. By
comparison, the next four providers own 12%, 7%, 6%, 4% of the market, respectively. Over time, as
the entire size of cloud computing market grows, service failures from all providers will increase in
magnitude of business impact.
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WHAT IS CORE™ ?
(CLOUD OUTAGE RISK ENGINE)
Definition & Use Cases
CORE™ is a data and analytics platform that enables insurance
companies and financial institutions to build custom cloud technology
derivatives (CTD) that help businesses mitigate the financial risks
deriving from cloud outages. The software both gathers and analyzes
performance metrics about the different cloud services offered by
various major cloud service providers.
Users may employ CORE™ to structure and price standard CTDs (e.g.
vanilla COPA) by using Black Swan Technology’s existing cloud risk
analytics models or hook in proprietary analytics models to design
alternative CTDs. By extension, CORE™ enables users to test the
robustness of their proprietary cloud risk models by giving them access
to retrofit against vast database of cloud service performance metrics
collected by Black Swan Technology.
The ultimate output of CORE™ is the appropriate price premium of a
CTD designed to protect businesses from financial losses caused by
cloud outages.
To learn more about CTDs (and an example like COPA), please reference
document SQR-1001-07:ATP.

How Does CORE Work Generally?
At the high level, CORE™ can be understood in terms of three technical
components/functions:
1.
2.
3.

vocabularies and qualitative descriptors used to annotate outages in
terms of root causes, duration, and geographical impact, among other
metrics. The RDI-H is an automated system that is able to scrape
historical incident reports across service providers’ public-facing
websites and then dump the unstructured raw info into a database
(discussed next section).
However, due to the relatively young nature of cloud computing (under
a decade) and occasionally limited self-reporting by cloud service
providers, historical data alone is insufficient (in terms of volume and
timespan) to help train analytical models and retro-test their
predictions. Therefore, CORE™ relies on RDI-R to collect real-time
health metrics about various cloud services. In this way, the overall
database of cloud service performance continues to grow, offering more
data points, which can be used to inform, refine, and test analytical
models.
The RDI-R is a collection of software agents that can be installed on
multiple instances of any single cloud service. It is akin to an octopus
with many (>8) tentacles that are constantly canvasing real-time health
metrics. Because it is impractical (both economically and technically) to
install agents on every single instance of every cloud service, RDI-R has
been designed to strategically cycle through (spin up and spin down
instances) instances of each availability zone of each region of each
cloud service of each major service provider. This way, data collection
costs can be optimized and we avoid flooding service providers who
would otherwise throttle our detection software. Raw live data
collected by RDI-R is unstructured and dumped into a database (see
next section).

Raw Data Ingestion (RDI)
Cloud Data Quantification (CDQ)
Swappable Analytics Interface (SAI)

Figure 2. Raw Data Ingestion
RDI can be broken down into RDI-H, which gathers
raw historical data, and RDI-R, which gathers realtime cloud health metrics.

Figure 1. High-level CORE™ Functional Diagram
CORE™ is composed of three primary technical
components: raw data ingestion, data
quantification, and an analytics sandbox.
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1) Raw Data Ingestion (RDI-H and RDI-R)
The RDI is responsible for gathering copious amounts of raw
performance data from various cloud services (e.g. AWS_EC2,
GCP_BigTable, etc.) across an assortment of major cloud
service providers (e.g. AWS, GCP, MS Azure, etc.). Raw
performance data can be divided into two major blocks:
historical incident reports and real-time health metrics, with
respective data ingestion components, RDI-H and RDI-R.
Historical incident reports are valuable foundational data
about cloud service health. They are publicly available and
posted by respective cloud service providers. Depending on
the type of cloud service and the provider, there are different
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2) Cloud Data Quantification (CDQ)
The CDQ is best understood in three broad technical components:
unstructured database, structured database, and a quantification
engine that sits in between the two databases.
The unstructured database is exactly as it sounds – it is a simple
repository in which the RDI-H and RDI-R dump their respectively
collected raw data.
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WHAT IS CORE™ ? (continued)
(CLOUD OUTAGE RISK ENGINE)
Once the data is aggregated in the unstructured database, the
quantification engine goes to work in two steps. First, it uses natural
language processing (NLP) to translate the qualitative descriptors of
historical outage incident reports (from RDI-H) into quantitative values
(e.g. incident timestamps, outage durations, impact footprint, etc.).
Since real-time metrics (from RDI-R) are already collected in quantified
format, the quantification engine’s second step is to combine both
pieces of quantified metrics, standardize, and normalize the whole
dataset into usable information, which is then dumped into the
structured database for downstream analytics models to access.
Figure 3. Cloud Data Quantification
CDQ takes inbound raw data and transforms it into
quantifiable data, which is stored in a structured
database for use by downstream analytics.
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Figure 4. Swappable Analytics Interface
Use the default BST cloud risk analytics models or hook in your own proprietary
analytics models to structure and price a COPA™ or customer cloud technology
derivative (CTD), respectively.
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3) Swappable Analytics Interface (SAI)
The SAI is a sandbox where users can hook in any analytical model to
leverage the vast amount of cloud health data that has been collected
and streamlined by RDI and CDQ.
By default, Black Swan Technology offers to users its own in-house cloud
outage risk analytics model, which when combined with business
customers’ cloud architecture inputs, produces final premium for
COPA™ (a type of cloud technology derivative).
By the same token, users are welcome to hook in their own cloud risk
analytical models into the SAI. In this way, they can still use the valuable
base data gathered and structured by Black Swan Technology. However,
the output would be a premium that is specific to a proprietary cloud
technology derivative.
In either case, it is the cloud risk analytics model that would analyze
business customers’ cloud architecture inputs given the larger data set
provided by Black Swan Technology.
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A NOTE ON CLOUD HEALTH METRICS

Different types of cloud services have different varieties of metrics that
can be observed, collected, and analyzed. For the purposes of assessing
whether the cloud services are available (up) or having an outage
(down), it is critical to select the right metrics to analyze.
An easily understood example would be the Simple Storage Service, S3,
provided by Amazon Web Services (AWS). Here, the industry standard is
to measure a server request error rate, defined by #errors divided by
#requests (over an X interval of time). When the error rate dips below a
particular threshold, then S3 is qualified as “down” or suffering an
outage. The time duration of the outage depends, of course, on the
total number of intervals of time during which the threshold has been
breached.
Not all cloud services are made equal. That is, not all cloud services
have readily measurable metrics. This does not mean that health
performance cannot be quantified, it just means that not everyone is
equipped with the experience and knowledge to design the correct
metrics to monitor. Therefore, designing or designating the “golden
metric” for such cloud services requires technical and business
experience working in cloud computing.
By extension of this logic, some newer cloud services have simply not
been around long enough to provide meaningful data that would
otherwise form the foundation of risk analysis. Consequently, not all
cloud services from all cloud service providers will have CTDs that
protect businesses from their outages.
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